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VLS creates experiential learning by turning students into Social Science 
Investigators (SSIs). By putting students in the roles of SSIs, they instantly 
become active learners.   

As they conduct their investigation, students learn how to ask questions, 
discover facts, evaluate data, identify chains of events, collaborate and draw 
logical conclusions. VLS assignments also require students to develop
multi-media communication skills and an ability to advocate a point of view.

On special projects, students may work in multi-size groups, or alone, 
where they will come to a consensus and report their �ndings.

The Virtual Learning System of inquiry- 
based learning is designed to be relevant for 
all students no matter their background.  
The curriculum is aligned with the C-3 
Framework with emphasis on college 
readiness, career building and civic responsi-
bility. Included in the VLS curriculum is a 
wide spectrum of tools and deliverables, 
including broadcast quality, storytelling 
videos that serve as a foundation for each 
unit of learning. The curriculum includes:
• Story telling content speci�c to the unit
   hosted by students 
• Learning objectives and standards align-
   ment Teacher-ready lesson plans with
   dozens of assignments 
• Interactive student activities 
• Extensive primary and secondary resources
   for student research 
• Scoring guide-lines and standards for
   student evaluations (Rubrics) 
• Numerous downloadable Teacher tools
• Resource links at the Teacher’s �ngertips 
• Field trip itineraries 

What Is Vitual 
Learning 
Systems

Vrtual Learning Systems, Inc. is a 
digital educational company on a 
mission to provide teachers with 
user-friendly, creative and highly 
visual online tools designed to get 
students excited again about 
learning.

VLS responded to the new 
federal government mandates 
requiring a return to a robust social 
studies education. The directive 
came after years of budget cuts to 
social studies and subsequent 
complaints from employers that 
many graduates couldn’t think 
critically, collaborate, solve 
problems or communicate.

VLS developed a vigorous social 
studies curriculum that blends 
online technology with 
inquiry-based and experiential 
learning. The curriculum is aligned 
with state and federal standards.

VLS began by asking teachers 
what they need.  Based on that 
research, VLS identi�ed 13 key 
educational units under the 
government-mandated strands 
of geography, history, 
government and economics.  
Each unit contains teaching 
segments that align with the four 
dimensions of the C-3 Framework 
preparing students for college, 
careers and civic responsibility.
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HISTORY GOVERNMENT ECONOMICSGEOGRAPHY

VLS curriculum follows these national 
color-coded Social Studies Strands 



VLS Prepares Students for a Successful Life  
Virtual Learning Systems has the solution when preparing students for 

college, careers and civic responsibility. 
VLS targets speci�c key life-long skills needed to succeed in the 21st 

Century Workforce.

• Encourage reading, writing and research 
• Advocate working in teams
• Develop student’s thinking and evaluation skills 
• Teach students how to ask questions, conduct interviews 
• Encourage logistical and critical thinking 
• Teach how to uncover information and evidence
• Help students reach conclusions and advocate a position, taking 
   informed action 
• Help students understand the �nancial and economic outcomes based on 
   their conclusions

And so much more! 

Our Units Are Designed To: 
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• User friendly and password protected 
• Embedded with broadcast quality
   videos as a content foundation 
• With lesson plans entrenched
• A�liated with the Library of Congress  
• Is aligned with Learning Objectives and
   Standards 
• Designed with numerous teacher tools,
   assessment rubrics, think sheets, time
   lines and teacher dimension activities to
   keep students engaged
• Parental and private sector involved  
• Embedded with �eld trips 

Virtual Learning 
Curriculum Is:

“We are always 
looking for 

innovative, cutting 
edge curriculum for 

our students.
VLS is it!” 

Alvin Boutte 
CEO, Bronzeville Academy 

Charter School 



VLS is the Solution! 
“Our curriculum provides teachers with a platform for integrating the C3 

Framework for social studies, which is the equivalent to the Common Core 
State Standards for Social Studies education in the United States. The curricu-
lum is aligned with both the C3 Framework, as well and the Common Core 
State Standards for English Language Arts Literacy in History/Social Studies. 

Virtual Learning Systems provide teachers with an ideal platform for 
engaging students in the inquiry process by placing them in a role in which 
they are called on to use the same knowledge base and skill set used by 
historians, geographers, political scientists and economists in authentic 
real-world situations/scenarios. Our units a�ord students an opportunity to 
engage in research, evaluation and analysis of primary, secondary, and tertiary 
source documents in the social studies teaching and learning process. It also 
integrates performance assessment activities, with accompany assessments 
rubrics, designed to assess and evaluate student performance. ”
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Current Units Available: 

First European Settlements
The Courageous Life of Early 

Pioneers

Ellis Island and Immigration
A Gateway to Liberty and 

Opportunity 

Grand Canyon 
Exploring a Natural Treasure 

How to Pass a Bill 
Laws in the Making 

The Great Chicago Fire 
Turning Tragedy into Triumph

The New York Stock 
Exchange

A look at the World’s
Largest Securities Market and 

it’s foundation

United States Constitution

Illinois State Constitution

American Revolutionary 
Period 

History of Labor Unions in 
the U. S.  

A �ght for Better Wages and 
Working Conditions

Lorem ipsum

U. S. Entry into World War II 
A Battle to Preserve Democracy 

VIRTUAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Montgomery Bus Boycott 
and Civil Rights Movement 
The Struggle for Justice and 

Equality 

Causes and Consequences 
of Worl War I

The War to End all Wars 

D.  Antonio Cantu
Associate Dean & Director of the Department of Education -Bradley Universithy

Chair of 3 National Councils for Social Studies
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“VLS is an amazing program and gets our students 
really engaged. The primary sourcing is extremely 

relevant and easy to use, and the materials are also 
so user friendly . . . and so interesting. VLS really gets 

the students problem solving and thinking. It’s a 
must for any History Classroom!”

Michael Dittmar
Social Studies Teacher


